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ACTION NODIS-00

INFO OCT-01 ISO-00 /0911 W

O 081314Z NOV 78
FM AMBASSAD MADRID
TO SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 6895

SECRET MADRID 13257

NODIS

DEPARTMENT PASS AMBASSAD LONDON, IMMEDIATE
AMBASSAD ROME, IMMEDIATE
AMBASSAD BERN
AMBASSAD RONN
AMBASSAD BRUSSELS
AMBASSAD CANBERRA
AMBASSAD STOCKHOLM
AMBASSAD THE HAGUE
AMBASSAD TOKYO
AMBASSAD VIENNA
AMBASSAD ISLAMABAD
AMBASSAD PARIS
THE WHITE HOUSE

E.O. 11652: GDS
TAGS: MNUC, TECH, PK
SUBJECT: U.S. DEMARCHE ON PAKISTAN REPROCESSING PLANT

REF: STATE 281962

1. AFTER FIRST TOUCHING BASE WITH BRITISH COLLEAGUE
PER PARA SIX REFTEL, I DELIVERED NON-PAPER AT PARA THREE
AND PROVIDED SUBSTANCE OF PARA TWO REFTEL ORALLY TO
FOREIGN MINISTER EVENING NOVEMBER 7.
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2. FOREIGN MINISTER EXPRESSED APPRECIATION FOR BEING INFORMED, FULL AGREEMENT WITH US APPROACH ON THE ISSUE, AND A PROMISE TO ACT ACCORDINGLY. TOO MAN
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